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Abstract-This paper investigates the energy efficiency of
RFID anti-collision protocols and their suitability for use in

consumption followed by system model, research methodology and results in Section III, IV and VI respectively.

Aloha anti-collision protocols and their variants. We find that

RFID systems consist of a reading device called a reader
and a finite number of tags. The operation of a reader enerall

Overall, for all Aloha variants we investigated, if the offered
load is very high, tag responses cause a bottleneck at the reader.
Thereby, resulting in no tags being identified and incur significant
identification delays - thus severely impacting a sensor node's
battery life.

involves identification of multiple tags in its interrogation
zone. If multiple tags respond, simultaneously to a reader's
read, requ.est, collisions will occur, resulting in no tag being
identified [1] thereby causing energy wastage and increased
identification delay.
Numerous anti-collision protocols have been developed for
RFID systems. The simplest are based on Aloha. Examples of
which include Pure and Slotted Aloha, and its variants. In Pure

RFID-enhanced wireless sensor networks (WSNs). We present a
detailed analytical methodology and an in-depth qualitative and
quantitative energy consumption analysis of Pure and Slotted

Slotted Aloha variants that employ muting with early-end are
the most energy efficient, but are computationally expensive.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unlike conventional barcodes, REID uses electromagnetic
or magnetic response exchange to identify objects at a distance
without direct line of sight [6]. Its increasing popularity and
wide acceptance in object identification and supply chain
management applications has opened doors to several new
areas of research. One of which is RFID-enhanced WSNs.

II. BACKGROUND

gn

gay

Aloha, tags respond at random times after being energized. If

tags' response collide, they retransmit after a random delay. In

Slotted Aloha, tags transmit their data at synchronous points in
time called slots, and retransmissions are done after a random
number of slots. Both Pure and Slotted Aloha can operate
with the muting feature, where a reader silences a tag after
Apart from that, Slotted Aloha has a feature
An RFID.enance
REID hanedWsensor
depa
[7] that enables a reader to close a slot early
called
early-end
tha
Sns
sonitorfombiexstcdin
hanethus
have thus far used sensors to monitor ambient conditions such ifnrepssaercivd
as temperature, humidity, etc [4]. Instead, they enable RFID if no responses are received.
In this paper we are interested in quantifying the energy
systems to self-organize in an ad-hoc fashion, and, track the consumption
of RFID protocols based on, i) Pure Aloha
systembouts ofwhereabouts
RFID
RED otagged,
tagged
f
objects.with and. without
muting, ii) S0lotted Aloha with and. without
A key problem in REID-enhanced WSNs is the limited mutig, iii) Slotted Aloha with early end and iv) Slotted Aloha
with early end,
con a
n.an Bing so,ted
battery lifetime. This places severe energy constraint on antiarly
tdy on mth Bener coingsumpio ofdanR
collision protocols that are used to read RFID tags. Though prel
preliminary study on the energy consumption of an
many anti-collisions protocols have been proposed, none have sensor node.
emphasize energy efficiency. In this paper we assess the
efficiency of pure and slotted Aloha protocols, and determine
their suitability for use in RFID-enhanced WSNs. We evaluate A. Energy Consumption: A Preliminary Analysis
In order to analyze the cost of running an RFID reader on
each protocol's delay and calculate the amount of energy
consumed to read a given number of tags. The methodology a sensor mote, we compare the energy consumed by a reader
adopted for analysis is based on quantifying the delay in three during scanning to the energy consumred by a sensor mrote or
phases of the anti-collision process, namefly i) Success, ii) sensor node during tlransmission and reception.
An REID reader can operate in three mrodes, i) scan, ii)
Collision, and iii) I:dle listeninag.
T:he rest of the paper is orgalnized. as follows. Sectioln idle, and iii) s:leep. EFor example, the SkyeTe:k's Mil-:Mini [9]
II provid.es a brief inltrodu.ctionl to fREID technologies and REID reader, which mates with the Mica2Dot, consu.mes 1L80
discusses protoco:lLs of interest to our study. Then in Sectioln mil:lLi-watts du.ring scalnning, 30 milli-watts in id:le mode, and
II-A, we present a plreliminary analLysis of a reader:'s enelrgy 50 mLilUli-watts in slLeep mode.

WNdidentification.
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To read a single tag, the energy consumed is proportional
to a reader's scanning duration, and is dependent on the time
it takes a tag to transmit its ID. In other words,
T ID(bits)
D
T
(bs)
()

tags. When the early-end feature is used, a slot is only active
for t time, if no responses are detected. According to [3], we
set t = 1T, which includes the time required to sense for
responses, and to transmit start-of-frame (SOF) and end-offrame (EOF) commands.

where ID (bits) is the identification code in bits and data rate
(bps) is the tag's data rate in bits per second. From Equ. 1,
the energy consumed hy a reader during scanning is,

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

datac_Jratc(bps))

E

=

PxD

(2)

We now present our methodology to evaluate the delay
incurred in the following phases, i) success, when tags are read
successfully, ii) collision, due to simultaneous tags responses,

where, P = VI (Watts) is the power consumed by the reader
during scanning, V (Volts) is the supply, I (Amperes) is the
current consumed during scanning and D (seconds) is the
scanning duration. Note, D T for a single tag. Applying
Equ. 2, the energy consumed by the SkyeModule MI -Mini to
receive 96 bits of ID is 648 micro joules at 26 kbps.
In the case of a sensor mote, the power consumed by a
Micat2Dot in reception and,
is 27 and 52 milli1
. i transmission
. ... i J st . t
watts respectively and its transceiver is capable of transmitting
at 38.4 kbps. Therefore, using Equ. 1 and 2, the energy
consumed to receive 96 bits of data is 67.5 micro-joules,
and to transmit the same amount of data takes 130 microjoules. Thus, the energy consumed. in scanning, i.e. 648 microjoules consumed by SkyeTek RFID readers, is very significant
compared, to the Mica2Dot.
From the above analysis, in order to achieve longer battery
lifetime in RFID-enhanced WSNs the energy consumption
during scanning must be minimized.. Moreover, in practice,
we will have to consider multiple tags within an interrogation
zone which require an anti-collision protocol for collision
resolution. Therefore, the anti-collisions protocol in use largely
affect the energy consumption of an RFID reader.
Based on this study, we conduct a comprehensive analysis of
Pure and Slotted Aloha based anti-collision protocols for their
energy efficiency. The system model and research method.ology for analysis is presented, in III and IV respectively.

and iii) idle listening. The delay in each phase is then multiplied by the scanning power to derive the energy consumption
of each anti-collision protocol, and also to determine its impact
on a sensor node's battery lifetime.
To calculate each protocol's battery lifetime, we evaluate
the average number of tags a given battery can read in its
lifetime, and is calculated as follows,

III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a system with a RFID reader and n tags. The
reader operates from a Lithium rechargeable battery (B) which
has 0.48 Kilo-joules of energy. The tag to reader data rate is
26 kbps, and the scanning power ( ) is 180 milli-watts.
A RFID reader is assumed to transmit until all tags are read,
and is not affected by its orientation to the tags. The reader
detects collisions when the CRC check fails and transmits an
ACK only when an ID is received correctly. We assume a
noise free channel, and packet losses are caused by collisions.
The communication from a tag to the reader is modelled
as a Poisson process [2][8]. Each tag responds on average A
times per second. The A value models the average duty cycle
Of tags and its optimal value var depending upon application
requi;rements. We assume tags are passive, have no power
source and they are used in read.-on:ly mode. Eurther, tags are
static and can hbe read regardless of their orientation. FinallLy,
tag ID is 112 hbits in size, including 16-hbits of CRC.
T:he de:lay due to retransmissions is flimited to KT rand.om
slots, as per [8]. If muting is e:mployed, ACK is used to mute

both sides by T we get,

Np=B
X~~~~_
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(3
E
where B (Joules) is the energy stored in a given battery, E
/D (Joules) is the average energy consumed to read a tag,
(Watts) is the power consumed, by a reader during scanning
and D (seconds) is the average delay to read a tag.
Next, we evaluate the battery energy wasted while reading
tags. On average, a battery can read the following number of

tags,

re

_

N

B

Bsingietag

(4)

a tag.

Suhtracting Equ. 3 from 4 gives us the total numher of
.i.n
tranmso"whic tresultedon collisiosa
Nzvaste = NIdeal - Np
(5)
By inserting Equ. 3 and 4 into 5, simplifying and multiplying

EsigetagNwaste
\w

(6)
DJ
The left hand side of Equ. 6 gives us the average batte
energy wasted B vaste (Joules) during tag identification. We
can rewrite Equ. 6 to obtain,

Bwaste

B

B 1-

-

yDJ

(7)

With Equ. 2, 3 and 7 in hand, we can proceed to evaluate
the performance of anti-collision protocols. Notice that the
common term is D. In Section V we will derive D for each
protocol under consideration.

V

EA

QAIN

A Pure Aloha
We first evalu.ate the d.elay inlcu.rred. to read. a tag from rn
tags. EFrom this, we derive the de:lay due to i) collisiolns, and
ii) idle listening.

3

In [8], authors presented a model to evaluate the average
delay a node takes to transmit a packet successfully given n
competing users for Aloha protocols. Similarly, in a RFID
system, we have Tr tags and we are interested in the delay a
tag takes to transmit its ID successfully to a reader.
As per [8] , the delay incurred to read a tag successfully is,

(e 2nAT

TI

-

i

K+ 1)

(8)

C. Slotted Aloha (Early End)
The key consideration when the early-end, feature is used is
the reduction in average delay DSuccessSlotted-Aloha to read
a tag by closing NIdle-Early idle listening slots. Let t < T be
the duration after which a reader closes a slot if no response
is detected. Then, the average delay to read, a tag in Slotted
Aloha with early-end, is,
DSutccess-Early DSiiccessSlotted-Aloha - (T - t)NIdle-Early

where nAT = G is the offered load [2], T is the message
(15)
transmission time, and K is the number of retransmission where DSuccesslSotted-Aloha = T (1 + (emnT - 1) (K+1))
is the average delay to read a tag successfully for slotted
intervals of duration T.
In Equ. 8 the term O2nAT - 1 denotes the average number Aloha, (T - t)NIdleEarly is the average duration for which
of attempts made by a tag before a successful transmission, the reader does not transmit any energy because of the
which means DAtte,pts = T(e2nAT - 1). Therefore, in terms closure of NIdle-Early slots. NIdleEarly is unknown in Equ.
of transmission opportunities or the number of slots of duration 15 and is defined as follows. Using Equ. 9, we evaluated
T for which a tag is waiting for transmission, we have
NTag_Waiting$Slotted for slotted Aloha with early end, using
eAnAT - 1 as the average attempts made by a tag before a
- t
(9) successful transmission. Thus, NIdleEarly is evaluated as
NTagwaiting = DStjccess DAttempts

NTag-waiting denotes tags' waiting slots. Out of NIdleEarly = NTag Waiting Slottede NTa g-Waitin g-Slott d
(16)
NTag-Waiting slots, a reader will be able to close
2N§1agWa>i.'
slots
a
Therefore,
early.
NTag:Waitig
Multiplying Equ. 16 with t gives us the reader's idle
reader's idle period can be calculated as,
listening delay. Finally, we insert NIdleEarly and
DIdlT

TNTagwatige-2N''agWaiti9

(I10)

Finally, the average delay in reader due to collisions is
evaluated as follows: The average delay to read a tag by a
reader successfully is the sum of 1) average delay due to
collisions 2) average delay due to idle listening 3) delay by
a tag to transmit its ID successfully to reader, therefore delay
due to collisions is

Dcollisions

=

Dsuccess - Dldle- T

(11)

For each of the subsequent protocols collisions delays are
evaluated as in Equ. 11 and omitted from discussion.

DsuccessSlotted-Aloha into Equ. 15 to obtain DSuccess-Early-

The methodology presented in Section V-B for Pure Aloha
with muting can be repeated for Slotted Aloha with muting,
and after obtaining its delays, we then use the methodology
given in Section V-C to obtain the delay for Slotted Aloha with
muting and early-end. For further details, we refer readers to
[5]
VI. RESULTS

In this section we plot the energy and battery consumption
incurred in the following phases, 1) success, 2) collision, and
3) idle listening for Pure and Slotted Aloha, and its variants.

A. Average Energy Consumed to Read One Tag
Figure 1 depicts the energy consumed, expressed, in milliBPuen muting
is used, the numberofAlohain(Muting)r's inen muting is used, thenumberoftagsinaread
to read one tag successfully. It can be sen that with
terrogation zone is reduced after each successful tag response.-joules,
increasin number of tags the ener
consumed increases
g
This means the offered, load to the
reader is reduced. after a
.
.. . . .... .. .
... ~~exponentialUly.
SlLotted AlLoha .gincorporating :muting with earlLya tag is identified. If i is the number of identified tags which end has the highest energy savings.
are muted, then the offered load to reader reduces to

G(n - i)

(n - i)AT

(12)
With i 0, 1, 2, 3 ... , n, the offered load to the reader reduces
to G(n), G(n - 1), G(n - 2), G(T - 3)..., G(O). Thus, the
average offered load to the reader for Pure Aloha with muting
G_Aj2 is given by,
=

Ei=rt (1
AT..-..)
n

B. Average Energy Consumed in Collisions to Read One Tag
Figure 2 plots the average energy wasted due to collisions
before a successful tag is read. Pure Aloha wastes the most
energy in collision, and Slotted Aloha with muting and earlyend has the smallest wastage. The early end, has no affect on
the energy consumed due to collision.

C.Avera-ge Energy Consumed due to Idle Listening
Usinrg Equ..8, th,e average d.elay to read a tag by Pu.re Alohla
...................Figure
3 shows the average energy consulmed due to idle
with muting is given by,
listening. SlLotted AlLoha without muting and earlLy-end has the
ssMmt ri{DSriccss}C~C1,
(14) hgher energy consumption in idle lilsteninag for lower valLues
1
~~~Ofn as compared to Slotted. Alohra with muting, For larger
The id.le flistening and. col:lisionas d.elays are evalu.ated. using n2, VPure Aloha's elnergy consumptioln in id:le listelnilng starts to
methodologies presented in Section V-A
approach zero,
GA

=

(13)
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